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ABSTRACT
The position of the spin axis of the Helios A spacecraft has been main-
tained and updated by a series of attitude control maneuvers, by means of a
sequence of unbalanced jet forces which produce an additional disturbed
motion of the spacecraft's center of mass. This report examines the charac-
ter of this motion, its magnitude and direction. in addition to this, for
practical purposes of the orbit determination of the spacecraft, a computer
program shows how the components of the disturbing acceleration in the
spacecraft-fixed reference frame can be easily computed. The program is given
as an appendix to this report.
to
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DISTURBING EFFECTS OF ATTITUDE CONTROL MANEUVERS
ON THE ORBITAL MOTION OF THE HELIOS SPACECRAFT
R. M. Georgevic
Tr roduction :
The uabalanced attitude control nozzle firings on the spin-stabilized
lielios spacecraft during the sequence of attitude control maneuvers are
producing disturbing effects on the orbital motion of the spacecraft.
This additional motion of the center of mass of the spacecraft occurs only
when the jet force of the nozzle is not counteracted by another ,jet force of
the same magnitude and opposite direction, thus producing a couple which
causes a purely rotational motion of the spacecraft.
The jet force is not continuous: it starts when the Sun sensor activates
the nozzle and lasts for one quarter of the rotational period of the space-
craft, i.e. for one fourth of a second and then stops, to start again at the
beginning of the next second. Each cycle has sixteen such pulses; between
each two cycles the nozzle is inactive and produces no force. The maneuvers
of the Helios; A spacecraft are shown in Table 1.
In further text we shall entirely disregard the rigid-body motions of
the spacecraft and examine only the effects of jet forces on its orbital
motion, considering; the spacecraft as a paint-mass. Still, to simplify a
rather complicated analysis of the motion under the influence of these forces
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-785
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combined with the motion under other forces acting on the spacecraft, we
shal l. introduce a few restrictions. They are as follows:
1. We shall observe the effects of jet forces during one cycle
(16 pulses) separated from the effects of other forces. This 	 I
can be done because of the short duration of --ach cycle (16
seconds) and the small magnitude of the jet force (1 Nt).
2. The spinning period of the spacecraft will be assumed constant,
e.g. the spin rate will always be 60 rpm.
3. The fundamental plane (xy-plane) of the rotating, spacecraft-
fixed system of reference will be the ecliptic plane of 1950.0.
This can be assumed because the position of the spin-axis of
Helios is almost perfectly colinear with the normal to the
ecliptic plane (or at least within tolerable limits).
4. During one cycle of sixteen pulses the spacecraft will be con-
sidered stationary, e.g.
r(t) = r(t o), v(t) = 0, t  < t < t  + 16 sec.,
where t 0 
is the beginning of the cycle.
5. It will also be assumed that, at the beginning of each cy%le,
the y-axis (pitch-axis of Helios carrying the Sun sensor) of
the rotating spacecraft-fixed reference frame is pointing at the Sun.
2	 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-785
maneuvers
DAY OF YEAR
1975
HR MIN SEC TYPE DUKATION
41 07	 29	 00 RP 16 Pulses
07	 38	 00 RP "
12	 06	 00 RN
12	 15	 00 RN
12	 24	 00 RN
12	 33	 00 RN
13	 56	 00 PN
14	 24	 00 PN
14	 52	 00 PN
15	 20	 00 PN 16 Pulses
07	 55	 00 RN 16 Pulses
08	 09	 21 RN "
08	 22	 22 RN it
08	 35	 43 RN
36	 59 PN
10	 06	 44 PN
14	 12	 45 PN
14	 26	 45 SPUP 4 Revolutions
15	 17	 39 PN 16 Pulses
15	 49	 51 PN
it
16	 15	 53 PN 16 Pulses
RN 16 Pulses80 07	 29	 00
07	 50	 00 RN
08	 30	 00 RN
08	 50	 00 RN
09	 10	 00 RN
09	 30	 00 RN
09	 50	 00 RN 16 Pulses
102 09	 09	 13 PN 16 Pulses
09	 40	 00 PN
09	 50	 00 PN
10	 00	 00 PN
10	 10	 00 PN
10	 20	 00 PN
10	 30	 00 PN
10	 50	 00 RN
11	 00	 00 RN
11	 IO	 00 RN
11	 20	 00 RN 16 Pulses
RP = ROLL POSITIVE	 SPUD = SPIN UP.
RN = ROLL NEGATIVE
PN = PITCH NEGATIVE
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-785
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The Three Rcterence Frames
Without specifying the positions of their origins, we shall introduce
two ecliptic reference systems: the first one, XYZ is ecliptic, space-
fixed system, with its X-axis toward the vernal equinox point; the second
is the system rotating with the spacecraft at 60 rpm. Both systems are
shown on Figure 1. The relationship between the two systems is given by
cosh	 -sink	 0	 x
Y	 =	 sink	 cosh	 0	 y	 (1)
Z	 0	 0	 1	 z
where ^ is the angle shown on Figure 1. It is obvious that, due to the
spacecraft's rotation, the angle m is proportional to wt.
Introducing now the space-fixed equatorial frame of reference, X^,
YQ , ZQ , we find that
x 
	
1	 0	 0	 X
YQ	 =	 0	 cosE	 • shit	 Y	 (2)
z	 0	 sinE	 cosE	 Z
and, combining (1) and (2), we obtain
X 
	 1	 0	 0	 cos	 -sin	
0x
Y 
	 =	 0	 cosE	 -sine	 sln^	 cosm	 	 y
ZQ	 0	 sine	 cosE	 0	 0	 z
or
4	 3PL Technical Memorandum 33••785
X 
(VERNAL EQUINOX)
Fig. 1. Ecliptic, reference systems
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x	 cos¢
Y 
	 =	 cost. sin(P
Z 
	 sint_ sink
-sing
	
0	 x
COSL cosQ
	 -sine,	 y
sine cosy	 cost	 z )
The Position of the Attitu de Cont rol Valve
The pitch and roll motions of Helios are determined with respect to
another reference frame which, for the time of duration of one maneuvering
cycle, can be considered stationary (x l Yl z 1 	system). The xlyi-plane
of this system coincides with the ecliptic plane and the y l-axis ( pitch axis)
is always an the spacecraft - sun direction (Figure 2). The angle As is the
longitu& r.r the Sun observed from the spacecraft, which is
A s = 180o + a,
where A is the heliocentric longitude of the spacecraft. Hence,
X	 -sin ^	 -cos a	 0	
x 
Y	 =	 cos A	 -sin A	 0	 yl
Z	 0	 0	 1	
z  )
Combining Equations (1) and (4) we find
x	 sin(Q-a)	 -cos(Q-a)	 0	 xl
y	 =	 cosWX)	 sin( -A)	 0	 Y
z	 0	 0	 1	 ^I
Measuring; time since the moment when the two systems coinciuc, we obtain
6	 JPI. Technical Memorandum 33-7P5
(4)
(5)
1N
Y
X
(VERNAL EQUINOX)
i
.	 FiS. Z. Spacecraft body-fixed pitch-yaw-roll system
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x cos wt sin wt
	 0 x1
y =	 -sin wt cos wt
	 0
)
yl	 (6)
(
z 0 0	 1 z
Comparison of Equations (5) and (6) yields
= a+wt+ 2	 (7)
and, for t = 0 (y - y1),
^o = a + 2
The position of the precession valve is shown on Figure 3. The angle
	
a is approx.	 aly 38°
	
_	 . The nozzle is located on the lowest brim of the
truncated cone of the Helios body. The line drawn from the center of mass
of the spacecraft (C.M. on Figure 3) to the nozzle is perpendicular to the
axis of symmetry of the nozzle - the line of action of the jet force. The
nozzle lies in a plane parallel to the yz-plane of the body-fixed rotating
reference frame. The magnitude of the jet force is
F = 1m1v e	1 Nt,
where m is the gas flow and v e is the nozzle velocity of the expelled gas.
The magnitude of the acceleration of this force is (mass of the spacecraft
is m = 356.9 kg):
a = 2.802 x 10-6 km/sect.
To estimate the influence of only one nozzle firing in the duration
of one fourth of a second, on the motion of the center of mass of the
spacecraft, we find first tY.i_ , ..^ngc i_n velocity after the firing, which is
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-785
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Fig 3. Geometry of the maneuvers
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If
nv = 7.0 x 10 -7 km/sec.
Disregarding the orbital motion of the spacecraft, this change in
velocity produces a change in the spacecraft's position in an amount of
Arl = 60.5 m/day.
Types of Maneuvers
From Table 1. we see that there are four different types of maneuvers;
they are:
RP - Positive roll. rotation abouts the +x-axis
RN - Negative roll rotation about the +x-axis.
PN - Negative pitch rotation about the +y-axis
SPUD - (Spin up) Positive rotation about the +z-axis: increase of
the spin rate.
The last type of maneuver does not produce any motion of the center
of mass of the spacecraft. The rotation rate is changed by a couple of jet
valves which operate in a plane perpendicular to the spin-axis and generate
a couple; therefore, assuming that the jet forces on both exhaust valves are
balanced (or close to being equal), there is no excess force acting on the
center of mass.
To create a rotational motion purely aboul the x l-axis (roll motion),
the precession valve is activated when the angle between the y-axis and the
yl- axis(Sun direction) is 45 0 (actually -45°).	 The jet force creates also
a pitch motion but, since the valve operates only for a quarter of a second
(one quadrant), during the first one-eighth of a second the pitch motion
is negative and during the next one-eighth of a second it is positive and
10	 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-7Q5
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same in magnitude. Hence the total pitch motion over the complete firing
period is zero and the outcome is a purely roll motion. The same is done
to proJuce a pure rotation about the y C axis, by cancelling out the roll
mo ,ion.
Since we are not concerned with rotational motions of the spacecraft,
we need to know only in which direction the jet force is acting for each
particular type of maneuver. From Figure 3 we can see that the PN and RP
motions are produced by a +F force (out of ecliptic plane to the northern
hemisphere), and that RN motion is produced by a -F force (out of the ecliptic
plane, south).
RP, RN and PN motions are schematically shown on Figure 4, and listed
in Table 2.
Components of the Force in the Equatorial, Space-Fixed Reference Frame
From Figure 3 we see that the components of the jet force, along the
axes of the rotating, body-fixed reference frame are
0
f sin 8
f cos 8
where
+F for RP and PN maneuvers
f=
-F for RN maneuvers
The components of the force in the ecliptic, space-fixed reference frame
are
a
i
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-785 	 11
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(ROLL/
RP - PN
G/ VALVE
RN
ITCH
VALVE
-F
Fig. 4. Schematic view of the maneuvers
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F,	 cosh	 -sink	 0	 0
F2	=	 sink	 cosh	 0	 f sin 0
F3	0	 0	 1	 f cos 6
and in the space-fixed equatorial reference frame,
F 
	 cosh	 -sink	 0	 0
F	 =	 cosc sink	 cosE cosh	 -sinE	 f cos 6
y
F
z	
sinE sink	 sine cosQ	 cosc	 f cos 6
or
F	 = -f sin6 sing,
x
F 
	 =	 f(cosc siu.0 cosh - sinE cosh),	 (8)
F 
	 =	 f(sinE sin0 cosh + cosc cosh).
where the angle	 is given explicitly in Equation (7).
Table 2. Types of maneuvers
Maneuver
Means Force
Type
RP Positive +F
Roll
Motion
Negative
RN
Roll
-F
Motion
Negative
PN +F
Pitch
Motion
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-735
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Integration of Gc^uations of Motion
Since the angular orbital motion of the spacecraft, at the rate of
1 = 3.8 x 10 -7
 rad/sec is negligible in comparison with the rotation rate
w = 27 rad/sec, we shall consider a as constant. Equations of motion are
x	 - sir.0 sink
YQ	=	
m	
cose sin0 cosh - sine cos0
z 
	 (sine sin0 coso	 cose cos0
where	 _	 + wt + 2. At the beginning of the first valve firing t = 0
and, at the end of the first pulse wt = 2. Also, dQ = wdt. The first
integration yields (^ o = a + 2) the change of the velocity of the center of
mass of the spacecraft due to the action of the jet force in the form
AXQ	-(cosh - coso0)sin0
AiQ	 =	
0
f	 cose(sino - sink )sine - (^-m 0 )sine cosO 	,
MW	 o	 0
OLQ 	sine(sino - sink )sin0 + (^-c )cose cos(
 (
where ^ < ^ < 2. and ^o = a + 2. Finally, we find
1^XQ	-(cosh + sina)sin0
d	 = f	 cosc(sin^ - cosa)sin6 - wt sinr cos(	 (9)
	
m.^	
I
AZQ
	
(sinc(sin^ - cosX)sin6 + wt cose eosu
14
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At the end of the first pulse, the change in the spacecraft's velocity is
(0 = n + a):
-(sina - Cosa) sin6
Av = 
f
-(sina + cosa) cosesin) - 2 sine cosh
	 (10)MW
n
-(sina + cosa) sin g sin6 + 2 cosE cosh
Integrating Equations (9) once again we obtain
I
LX
Q
	(sink - cosa + wt sina) sin6
2
AY	 = _ f
	 (cosQ + sina + wt cosa) cosE sin6 + ^2^ sine cosh	 (11)
MW
2
2
A Q	 \(cosm + sina + wt cosa) sine sin6 - (wt) cose cosh
2
At the end of the first pulse the change ir. the spacecraft's position is
(-sina - cosa + 712 sina) sinb
2
Ar = - f2	 (-cos), + sina + 2 cosa) cost sin6 + 8 sine cosh	 (12)
MW	 2
(-cosa + sina + 2 cosa) sine sin6 - 8 cosE cos)
Geometry of Motion
In order to interpret the motion of the center of mass, described by
Equations (11), we shall assume that, without any loss of generality,
g
Q
(0) = YQ (0) = Z(0) - 0, and a = - 2. Then m = wt, and Equations (11) yield
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-785
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^ X16#J ^	
Pot
X 
	
(^ - sink) sine
2
YQ 	= f2	 (i - cosh) cose sine - 2 sine cosE
mn,
2
7.Q	(1 - cosh) sine sine + 2	 cose cose
In the space-fixed, ecliptic coordinates this motion is expressed by
X = k(^ - sink)
Y = k(1 - cosh)
Z = k  ^
	 ,
where m = wt, and
_ f sine	 _ f cose
mw 2	1	 2mw2
1
II
j	 It is obvious that the center of mass moves on a cycloidal cylinder (looking
I	 more like wavy roofing material), parallel to the Z-axis, and proportionally
to t 2 (or ^ 2 ) up or down the surface of the cylinder, depending on whether f
is positive or negative. The radius of the generating circle of the cycloid
is
k	
f sine
2
mw
16
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The rate at which the center of mass moves in 7.-direction (out of the
ecliptic plane) is
f Cosa
m
r
and it is obvious that fore = 9o °
 the center of mass remains in the ecliptic
plane. With O =
 38°, m = 356.9 kg, and f = 1 Nt, this rate is given in km/sec
by
2.2 x 10 -6
 t,
F
r
where t is in seconds of time. This means that, due to the action of only
one pulse, the spacecraft will move 47.5 m out of the ecliptic plane in one
day.
The Motion During One ac1e (16 Pulses)
It is obvious that, during one complete cycle of sixteen pulses, the
disturbing effects will accumulate. For instance, if Ar and 4v [given
respectively by Equations (12) and (10)] are respective changes in the
position of the spacecraft and its velocity at the end of the first pulse
lasting one quarter of a second, the total change in r and v after one second
will be
1	 '.
ArI = car + 4 Av
tv l = Ov
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-785
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At the end of the second firing (secone cycle) the total changes in r and v
will be
nrl + nr + 4 AV = 2nr + AV
AV + AV = 2AV
because the effects of the jet force during each pulse are the same if it is
the same type of maneuver. After two seconds these changes will be
nr 2 = 2nr + nv + 4 nV 	= 2nr + (1 + 24) nv
AV 	 = 2nv
etc. For instance,
Gr3 = 3nr + 0 + 2 + 3.4) AV
AV 	 = 3nv
nr4 = 4nr + (1 + 2
	
	
nv
r
AV 	 = 4nv
At the end of the n-th second the changes in r and v are
n (2 
4 
+^n
nr = nnr + -	 A 
R 
AV	 = nnv
n
(13)
(14)
c
18
r
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where Ar and AV are given by Equations (12 and (10), respectively. For n = 16
(end of one cycle)
Ar	 16 Ar + 132 AV
c
(15)
AV	 = 16 AV
c
One Exam le
I
To illustrate the solution and to give a physical interpretation of the
effects of the maneuvers on the vosition and velocity of the spacecraft's center
of mass, we shall calculate the changes Gr c and AV  after one complete cycle
of firings. To simplify the calculations we shall assume that a = 0 and
obtain Ar and AV respectively from Equations (12) and (10) (for the obliquity
of the ecliptic we shall take the value r: - 23° 4458). We find
- sinO
	
_	 2
	
Ar	
- f2	 (2 - 1 ) cose s1n6	 8 sine cosh
m^
n	 n2
(
2 
- 
1) sine sin6 - 8 cose eus6
or
4.3695
Ar -	 - 5.0335	 x 10
-8 
km
5.3378
JPL Technical Memorandt1w ?3-785	 19
and
sina
AV	 f	 - cosi sins - 2 ainc coshmw
- sine sine + Z cost Cosa )
►E. I
or
2. 7455
-7
A V	- 4.7i50	 x 10	 km/sec.
3.9717/
Hence,
3.6940
Ar c
 
=	 - 6.3043	 x 10-5 elm
5.3280
4.3928
AV	 - 7.5440	 x 10
-6
 km/secC.
6. 3547
I I	 and,
IArI	 - 9.043 x 10 -2 m,	 Itwl	 =	 1.080 x 10-2 m/.
20	 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-7n5
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The final velocity at the end of only one cycle would produce a change
in the spacecrait's position of 0.93 km in one day.
The Co2uter Program
A comp,iter program, based on an unperturbed elliptical orbit of Helios,	 I
is written in such a manner that it yields the heliocentric ecliptic longit•ide
of the spacecraft, a, which appears in Equations (10) and (12). The program
computes the accumulated effects of the disturbing force in the heliocentric
position and velocity of the spacecraft during first four maneuvers and can
be extended to as many maneuvers as desirable. The cumulative effects on
Helios A during the four maneuvers listed in Table 1 are given in Table 3.
The complete listing of the program is given in the Appendix.
The Implementation of the Perturbative Acceleration in the Orbit Determination
Program
The disturbing effects in the position and velocity of the spacecraft,
given by Equations (15), cannot be implementer' '.nto the Orbit Determination
Program, therefore, the accelerations, producing these effects, should be
included directly in the input data block of the program. ..ie step-function
accelerations, given b y the three equations following Equations (8) cannot
be introduced into the program either, as the program does n't provide a
mathematical model for such accelerations.
There is, however, no constant acceleration, a, which, at tl--- end of
one cycle of 16 seconds, would produce changes Ar
c	 c
and Av , specifier' y
Equations (15). If there was such an acceleration, then the equations
	
Arc
	 2 aT2
i
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Table 3. Accumulated disturbing; effects in coordinates during; maneuvers
MAN UEUv;IE N09
U• X	 U -27.367-?6,0- r I
D Y	 = -22.43POSO6q Kv
0Z	 = 34.0502123,. KP1
0VA	
= -.unnol2t,, K"/SFC
1,VY	 - -.ur.nnngSi Y- /SLC
1)^' Z	= .0"10n 150, KM/S i- C
f 1AI+OEiIVRL	 (`U 2
U X	 = 10.7A9(+.In64 KM
DY	 = 2.24149281 KM
D 	 = -17.35Sn987c Kr
U V X
	 = - vonout 119 Krt/SEC
DVr	
= - .Onnon20A K'•i/SEC
o v Z	 =
.Onn'11 P31 K'1/SLC
MA N OEUVRE NO.	 3
DA	 = -.323.^C591 KM
L) y
	= -3.1`j4r7485 KM
UZ	 = -15.28499794 KM
U VX	 = -.000001a3 K911)6C
Dv y	= -.0000152.6 K!'/SEC
DMZ	 :
-.000il74nr. K ►!/SEC
"11vRE	 IJO. 4
UX	 = 9.696e897f, C1
DY	 = -12.93451201 KM
02	 = 12.74077559 KM
UbA	 =
.UOr0152f KM/SLC
ovY	 = -.00002034 WK/SEC
DVZ	 s .000[,2nOE KM/SLC
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and
AV	 = aT
c
with Arc and AV  given, and T = 16 sec, should be satisfied simultaneously.
	 j
This, of course, is impossible, except in the case when 2Ar c = TAv 
c
, or
Ar = 8Av , which is out of the question.
c	
c
	 i
Since the orbit determination program provides an option for occasional
accelerations, the problem can be solved in the following manner. Let a l be
the acceleration given to the center of mass of the spacecraft at the beginning
of a certain cycle, and a l be the acceleration added in the middle of the cycle,
i.e. eight seconds after the first acceleration,a l , has started acting on the
body; both a l and a 2 should be constant vectors and their combined actions
should produce exactly the changes in the position and velocity of the space-
craft, Ar c and AV  respectively, at the end of the cycle.
Equations describing this dynamic event are
_	 2
2 a1 T 2 + 2 a 2 (2)	 = Arc
and
a1  + a 2 (2) = Avc
where T = 16 sec., or
128 a l + 32 a 2 = Arc
16 a l + 8 a 2 = Avg
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0.
Solving for a  and a 2
 we find
I-	 -aI = 64 (Ar c - 4Avc)
1	 -	 -	
(16)
a2 = - 32 (Ar c - 8Avc)
Expressed in terms of changes Ar and AV, respectively given by Equations (12)
and (10), a  and a. become
a I
 = 0.25 Ar i 1.0625 AV
a2 = - 0.5 Ar - 0.125 AV
It is evident that a  and a 2 can be introduced arbitrarily at any time tI
and t 2 such that
0 < tI < t2 < T = 15 sec.
In that case, the two starting equations would have the forms
z a1 TI2 + 2 a2 t 2 2 = Arc
a  T I + a2 T 2 = Avc
where iI = T - t i , r 2 = T - t 2 . From these equations we obtain ( T I # r2)
2	 -	 T2
a^	 =	 r1
(T
	
TZ) (Ar
c - 2 Avc)
2	
_	 T
a2 = T2 ( T1 - T2) (Arc - 21 Avc)
Accelerations In The Sun-Canopus Oriented System
The system of reference axes, used in the Orbit Determination Program,
is generated b y means of the spacecraft-Sun and the spacecraft-star Canopus
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direct i ons. This is, of course, a rotating, non-inertial system, since the
spacecraft moves in its orbit around the Sun. The spacecraft-Canopus direction,
for all practical purposes, can be considered space - fixed.
The three unit vectors along he axes of the system are given b
	 y	 g	 y ( Reference 1)
-	 (U
c 
x r) x r
e l =	 —
r IU
c 
x rl
U
c 
x r
- 
e 2 =	 ,
^U
c 
x r^
r
e 3 = _
I
where
I	 cosa cosd
'J	 =	 sina cosa
C
sinb
is the unit vector along the spacecraft-Canopus direction. a and d are respectively
the right ascension and declination of Canopus for 1950.0 and their respective
values are
a = 98°02255
d = - 68°98877
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The components of accelerations a i , i = 1, 2 in this system of reference
are then given by
ai el
a i
	= ai e2
a  e3
I
their values for the first four maneuvers of the Helios A spacecraft, obtained
from the previously mentioned computer program, are listed in Table 4.
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Tabie 4. Helios attitude control maneuvers, disturbing accelerations
TIME
52.311UU52S
52.31ld977S
52.31805515
52.31014766
52.51)410660
52.50425911
52.51041651
52.51050901
52,51666641
52.51675892
52.52291631
52,523OU884
S2,5805554.1
52.58064795
52.59999990
52.60009241
52.61944437
52.61953669
52.63888894
52.638YB134
74632986067
74032995319
74.339d2S63
74033991814
74.34886551
74.34895Bpi
74035813610
74.35d22B68
74.400682413
74.40077496
74042134190
74.4'1143440
74.59218693
74.5922794!
74,63725662
74.63734913
74065961747
74.6597U993
74.67769623
74.67778873
A A C C
.5Y 5255093-1,6
- .9nSO4 6 4 1 A-07
.5755 ,j4911 - (.16
-.9059164J6-n7
-.S75610756-U6
.905476305-07
-.515612402-06
.90'-)474206-1)7
-.5750.14010-i)6
.98 54
 7993f1-U7
-.575615516-06
.985491414-r)7
.575629727-06
-.985496236-U7
.575634573-06
-.9855014,49-(17
.575639426-U6
-.9855J6441-07
.575 644 31 4 -06
-99A5511663-07
-.60291682A-36
.102998788-06
-.603J19130-U6
.103002734-n6
-.6nsn39759-06
.I U 3 (1J631 S-U6
-.603(10067 7-04
9103019971-UG
.603156799 - 06
-.103G26b09-U6
.6032J3482-06
-. l ,'13034999 - 06
sot) 3')896e)2 - (.16
-.103102759-(j6
.60369161-06
-.103120626-)6
9603742130
-06
-. 1 r)31 29521 -J6
.603793029-06
-.1031367U8-U6
Y A C C
-.447"74720-06
.704)83474-07
-.443400040-J6
.77911)2773-07
.4'12127012-U6
-.777615581-07
.442189908-06
-.777468401_07
.442155951-06
-.777525013-07
.44212201-8-06
-.777481901-07
-.441d07515-06
.777UAUSa2-07
-.441700799-06
.776'044010-07
441593770-06
.776807IS2-07
.441496392 - 06
.776669475-07
.27710013A-07
-.107'±843SO-07
.273411946-07
-.107x51568-07
.270475677-07
-.106/771':3-07
,2666146799-07
-' 11)1187721-07
-.250d88939-07
.103479314-07
-.243226767-07
.10211923-07
-.179575945-07
.912110031-08
-.1627ou431-07
.883U55407-08
-.154314943-07
.868613891-U8
-.147428176-07
.856924265-08
Z A C C
6115085824-66
-.139059737-07
91J0297547-06
-.15808558-07
-913398523F,-06
.112306311-07
-.134100214-n6
•12509103-07
-.134205596-06
0171694923-07
-913431085()-06
•12880525-07
013S281400-06
-0114591661-07
.135608921-06
-.175169310-07
•135936469- U6
-.115746884-01
9136264097-06
-.176324702-07
-.424819373-06
.730071035-07
-.424811287-06
.73p108711-07
-0424803687-06
.730142435-C7
-.1424795612-06
.130176604-07
.424755154-06
-.730328003-07
.424733425-06
-.730397938-07
.1124501547-06
-.730851339-07
0424424655-06
-.730995575-07
942438404A-06
-.71043386-n7
.424350006-06
-.731079934-07
^EPRc1nt1CIRTT'ITY OF 1111
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Table 4. (contd)
TIME
71,31180477
91,311d9728
91,32633835
91,3264dO87
91,35416603
91,35425854
91,368U5534
91,36814785
91,38194370
91,38203621
91,39583302
91,39Sy2551
91,40972137
91,40981388
113,3814u011
113,38149261
113.40277767
113,40287016
113,40972137
113,4098138b
113,41666603
113,41675854
113,42361069
113,42370319
113,43055534
113.43064785
113,43750000
113.43759251
113,45138836
113,45148087
113,45833302
113.45842552
113,46527167
113,46537018
113.47222137
113,47231384
X ACC
-,601555SSid-,)6
.103062892-06
-.601534701-16
. 1 03.1 786 7 3 -1)6
-,6014'75018-116
.1130)70738-06
-,6014764414-06
.103066b59-06
-.60145751S-06
.103(7631)10-(16
-.601438792-J6
,1030591(47 - 36
- .601420354
- G6
.1030SS419 - 06
.593716429-J6
-.10208176-06
.593680618-06
-.102074916-06
.593669014-06
-.102072748-06
.5936574'47-J6
-.102070597-06
.593645886-06
-.102068436-J6
.593634340-06
-9102066296-06
.593622829-06
-.102064151-06
-9593599822-06
.102059853-06
-.5`7 356836 1 -,)6
.102057718-96
-.593576914-06
.102055592 -06
-.593565481-06
9102053459-06
(ACC
-,211563319-06
,513U31675-07
-.273521792-06
.5113816(4-07
-,26a545J46-06
,SOd-elY724-U7
`267'48671-06
:506029672-07
-.2665'49047-06
.5nS033713-07
-.26545978-06
.5034312,09-U7
-.264;39771-0E
.501`23759-07
,203435000-06
-.2 9J ^ 2(1523-07
.2J'4231828-06
-.294939109-07
.20449C313-06
-^29S3992'46-07
.20'4748542-06
-,29585Y222-07
.205U0671:1-06
-.296318827-07
.205264602-06
-.296776229-07
.205522344-06
-,297237217-07
-.2(16037110-06
.2931544rt8-07
-0200294441-J6
.299612615-07
-.20551398-06
.279U7U3n6-07
-.27 1) 8 Jb 146-U6
.299527718-07
Z A C C
.330497748
-06
-•528894981-07
. 331 38 3813-06
-.530572316-07
.3- 3Jb3184-06
-•533754330-07
.333896658-06
-.535338915-07
.334731187-06
-.536918918-07
•335561047'06
- .538494787- 77
.33638788L,-76
-.540065939-17
.388535118;-06
-.69088359(1-07
.399171611-06
-.690317711-07
.388053248-06
-•690212891-07
9387934794-06
-,0 0747877-07
•387816105-06
-.689882400-07
.367697344-06
-1689716764-07
.387578428-06
-.689550985-07
-.387240208-06
,6159218327-07
-.387220862-06
.689051667-07
-•387101416-06
9608884683-07
-.386981831-OS
9668717412-07
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APPENDIX
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF HELIOS MANEUVERS
C Tnla PLKT.1RuATIUN^) DLuE TO ATTITUDE CONTROL 11ANOEuv!RES
. FQ,N AnuIT,iARY NumbEK GF F1iiI,iG CYCLED * EACH CYCLE CCNSISTS OF 16 PJLSES,
C ^ALH PJL iL LAST ING ONE QUARTER LF A SECCN. * JET FORCE IS CNE NEWTONO
C
##########*1l #*####x####x+` ^+.##*##* *#1F## *##*#####1F ####### irAalt *# IF###1F * 1F,,,r r► 9} ## RrF iF#i
L
C idJMEivCLATViRE-
C
C	 AX	 = THE 3LAI-1AJGK AXIS OF THE SPACECRAFT-S ELLIPTIC
C	 OR61T (K'•1)
C	 E C	 = Tri; ORBITAL ECCENTRICITY OF THE SPACECRAFT
C	 LPSLP. = J3LIGuITY OF THE ECLIPTIC
L	 INCL
	
= INCLINATIDN OF THE ORBITAL PLANE TO THE ECLIPTIC
C	 PLANE OF 1950-0
C	 NU L) 	 = ivuCAL ANGLE OF THE O VITAL PLA,%E OF SPACECRAFT
—ViLGA = ARGUN•Lj%T OF THE PERIAPSIS OF THE SPACECRAFT-S OR31T
C	 i•;	 = r;EAN ANO •,ALY OF THE SPACECRAFT
C	 o	 = LCC'SNTRIC ANCn';AL•Y OF THE SPACECRAFT
T+^RT = wcAN ANO;4ALY LF THE SPACECRAFT AT THE TItiIE OF
C	 IiiITIALILATION	 T = TSTART
C	 TSTART = INITIAL TIME
C	 Gi!	 = Z^RAVITATIGr.AL CONST A NT OF THE SUN
L	 vLAN	 = NEAN Qki;17AL i •ivTIG;A JF THE SPACECRAFT
C	 PER	 = CROITAL PERIOD OF THE SPACECRAFT
C	 N	 = %Jm Er% OF POINTS ON THE TRAJECTORY
C	 T 3 T E P = TI ^E STEP (DAY—')
EPOCr, = T-,TART = 1974, DECEPSc.ER 101, CO H(S, "- 'S IN, CO SEC*
C
C	 )PECIFICATIuNS -
C
REAL X START.,,.ZERO9MLANvLCNG 9,'1A5S.INCL,NODE
JIMEN61wN X(4J),Y(4G),7_( 4v)t R(4v)rTA(4,C),T !ME(4,),DAN(40),SAT(4C)o,
1 Ei•1( 4.)95LC( 4.:)r LCF:G(4G),;'ANl3 VR14), ^EL?!(4('),C=LY(4r),!^ELZt4 ^),
2	 vtL^Xl 4^),vLL 3 Yt4C.), vcL'J['140).?^',J(4),DX(4),CY(4 ► ,DZ(4),DDX(4),
S DJY(4)*D,;Z(4),XA(2940),YA(2r4C)9ZA(294C)rXACC(80)rYACC(SO)9
4 LACC(8v).THALF(8^.)
C
iyAj.jL.' l•;^T/INP_T/TS TART 9T,iTEPrDT,AX,ECL,Lv.E1.;A,N01i7,INCLgAUr1!ZEP.O,
1 NoTL LHrvf ,JHY, FI,EP^LPJrTHET%^rNASSr^ATrE ;'rSLCr+LPHA,DELTA
7L).v READ(5,INPUT)
wRITE(6910Uj)
4RITE(69INPUT)
oRITL(b,3,;uo)
i,ivv FJrt;IAT(1HI*IAt/)
^v.,- FGno)AT (1M1r4X//// )
Wil y
 = log./?I
:J r^'ITMTI^;v „F	 PGSITIONS OF THE SPACECRAFT
EFJLIN = Ei SLN/RAD
CE = COa ( _^P,;L;0
ALPHA = ALPHA/RAD
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DELTA	 DELTA/RAJ
XCAN = CCS(ALPHA)*CCS('-zLTA)
YCAN = SIK(ALPHA)*CCS(D`-LTA)
,CA. = -IN(DELTA)
X,EAN = SCRTI GM/ AX**3)
DM	 = N.EAA*DAY*RAD
PER = Z.G*PI /((•+EAN *DAY)
N,START = MURC; - DM*DT
1F(MSTART.LT .O.)MSTART=MSTART+360.
2j,;3 ARITE(6#2)
6RITE(6 ► 3)AX+tCC,OMLGA,trSTART+DM	 ,PFR,INCL,NCrE
ARITE(6932)
2 FOrRMAT(36X9-HELIOCENTRIC EOL;ATORI A L ORBITAL PARAFI ETERS OF THE - 9
* -SPACECRAFT-//)
3 FGR;4AT(38X,-Ax =-,E16.E91Xr- K?1-/ ► 37X9-ECC =-,F15.11/,35X,-.MEGA =-
1	 +Fl6.11r1Xt-DE3-/934X,-MSTART =-9 F 15.1191X9-DEG-/936X9- MEAN =—r
2	 F16.11#lx9-D"c3/DAY-/934x,-PERIOD =-,F16.1191x,-DAYS-/,36X.,
3 -INCL =-9F16.119lXr-DEG-/,36X9-NODE =-rF16.11r1X+-OEG-///)
32 FCRMAT(1H1#24X9-TIMES OF FIRING CYCLES-/)
CALL VECTOR(I(VCL,tiJDE,UAtEGA,PX,PYrPZ,CXr^+Y9GZ)
MSTART = )START/RAD
DO 1 I =19.%
IF(I.LT.11)DA^^(I)=52.
1F(I.GE.11.AND.I.LT.21)C,AN(I)=74.
IF(I.GL.21.A.%C.I.LT.28)DAN(I)=91.
IF(I.GE.26)DAN(I)=113.
TIME(I) = ( (SEC(I)/60. + EY(I))/60. + S A T(I ) )/ 24 . + DAN(I)
WRITE(695)TINE(I)
:F(I.EQ.IC.OR 9I,EQ.20.OR .IeE0o27)wRITE(6,6)
5 FQ;xMAT(25AsF15.1L;)
6 FOm.vAT(lX#/)
1 CG,"* T I iNLE
oRITE(6,33)Px,PY,PZ#QX9QY9GZ
33 FCR;-;AT(1H1/////,12x9-P =-/,3(15X9F12.7/),//+12X,-0 =-/,3(15X,
1 F1297/),//)
ARITE(697)
7 FC;MAT(1H1,/,3X 9 -ECL;ATCRIAL CCORDIN A TFS OF HELIOS-///+4X9-TIME-+
1 1CX,-X(KM)-912X,- Y(K-1) - ,'_2X9 - Z(Kw) - 91PX,,-R(K'A)-91CX,-TA-99X,
2 -LONG-/)
DO 8 I=19N
CALL CR:.IT(1, TIME(I),MSTAZT,AX,ECC,4EA'V,PX,PY,PZ,OX,oy,QZ,
1	 X(1) rY(I),Z(I),R(I),TA(I1,^0'VG(I1)
,iR1TE(699)TIME(I),x(1)9Y(I)9,(I),F.(I)tTA(I),LONG(I)
IF(I.E(;.IC * OR •I.EQ.2C.CR .I.E0.27)wRITE(6,91)
9 F0.RMAT(F9.2r4E17.792F12.3)
91 FOR:'IAT(2X#/)
8 CONT I i:UC
CALCULATION OF MANOEUVRE5
THETA	 THETA/RAD
SPIN = 2.*PI
AL = PI/2.
8L = (PI**2)/8.
CL = AL - 1.
CT = CO"(THETA)
ST = SIN(THETA)
^RITE(6998)
9d FORMAT (1Hlr2x/)
DG 11 I=1#N
IF(I.LTell)MANiVR(1) = 1
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^^	 f j
IF(I.G r^ .11.ANJ.I.LT.21)MANUVR(2) a 2
IF(I.GE.21.Ai\J.I.LT.28)MA,Ii;;VR(3) Q 3
IF(I.3E.28)MAt4UVR(4) . 4
SIGN = 1.
IFII.GE.3.ANJ9I.LE.6)S1GNz-1.0
1F(1.GE.11..AND.I.LE.14)SIGN=-1.0
IF(1.GE.2l.AND.I.LE.27)SIGN=-1.0
IF(I.GE.35)SI3N=-1.0
FORCE s SI.3`*1.E-L3
wRITE(6r99)FORCE
99 FORMAT(lUX,-FORCL =- 9F9.3,1X,—KG.KM /SEC**2-)
RCOEF = -FORCE/(,mASS*SPIN**2)
VCOEF = -SPIN*RCOEF
LCNG(I) = LONG(I)/RAD
CX = CL*51,%(LCNC(I)l - CGS(LONG(1))
CYZ • CL*COS(LONG(1)) + SIN(LONG(I))
CVX = -5IN(L0dN(;(I)) + CO5(LC`G(I))
CVYZ = -(6IN(LONG(1)) + COS(LONG(I)))
DRX r RCOEF*CX*ST
DRY = RCGEF*(CYZ*C=*5T + BL*SE*CT)
DRZ = RCOEF*(CYZ*S"c *ST - BL*CE*CT)
DVX = VCOEF*CVX *ST
D"Y = VCOEF*(CVYZ*CE*-'T - AL*SE*CT)
DVZ = VCOEF*(CVYZ*5L*;T + AL*CE*CT)
DELX(I) = 16.*DRX + 132.*DVX
DELY(I) = 16.*DRY + 132.*DVY
DELZ(I) = 16.*DRZ + 132.*DVZ
DELOX(1) = 16.*DVX
DELDY(I) = 16.*DVY
DEL%Z(I) - 16.*DVZ
11 CUNTINUL
*RITE(6915)
15 FOR14AT11h1,cX,-TIME-,9X,-DX(KM)-,11X,-DY(KM)-,11X,-Dl_(KM) -,11X,
1 - DVX(K,"l/5) - 98X, - DVY(KM /5) —,6X, - DVZ(K(4 /5)- /)
DO 22 1=1,N
w.^ITE(6,16)T!NIL(I),DELX(I),UELY(I),DELL(1),DELDX(I),DELDY(I),
*	 DELDZ(I)
IF(I.EG.lU.OR .I.Ev.209CR .I.E0.27)WR1TE(6,2C)
16 F0.l4AT(1X,F7.2,6F17.9)
20 FORv;,T(1)(,/)
22 CONTINUE
C************•**f******* ACCJMULATED EFFECTS. OF MANOEUVRES ************•********
:YRITE(694)
4 FOtlHAT(IH19//913X,-ACCJMJLATED DI^TUREIr\G EFFECTS IN COORDINATES
1 -Q.RING rAr.O^uJRE;-//)
DJ 10 J=1,4
DX(J) = G..
DY(J) _ 06c
DZ(J) = 0.0
DDX(J) = 0.^d
DDY(J) = U.0
3 OZIJI = U.0
IF(J.EG.l)ISTRT=1
IF(J.E..2)I;TRT=11
IF l J.r-;:.,3 1 1;T,RT n 21
IF(J.LW.4)I5TRT=2E
IF(J.E0.1)NFI.%=1;,
IF (J9E^).21NFIN=2^
1F(J.E::.3)";FIN•27
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IF( J.	 .4)NFIN=38
TAU(J ► s TI^!E(NFIN)
DO 1,2 I=I5TRT9NFIN
K = i-I:.TRT+1
L = 1-1
DDX(J) = DDXI I ) + DELDX(I)
DCY(J) = DDY(J, + DELOY(I)
DDZ(J) a DDZ(J) + DELDZ(I)
IF(K.EJ.l)Ci0 TO 14
DX(J) = DX(J) + iELX(I)
OY(J) = DY(J) + DELY(I)
DZ(J) = DZ(J) + DELZ(I)
CO TO 12
14 CELT = (TAk,(J) - TIME(L))*DAY
DX(J) = DX(J) + OELX(1) + CELDX(I)*;ELT
DY(J) = :)Y(J) + CELY(I) + DE.DY(I)*DCLT
CZ(J) n DZ(J) + GELZ(I) + DELDZ(1)*CELT
12 CO:rT I N,[
*RITE(6,17):4ANUVR( J), DX( J),:'Y(J),DZ(J1,DJX(J),I;CY(J),JDZ(.:)
17 F0k. ,iAT(7X,-mA.iUE^VRL NG•-,15//,1 4 x,-Dx =-,F16.e,1X,-K;.1-/,14X,
1 -CY = -,F16.d,1X,-KM-/,14x,-CZ =-,F16.8,1X,-KM-/,13X,-DVX
2 F16.3,1X,-K:I/SEC-/913X,-DVY =-,F16.89!X,-KM/SEC-/,13X,-DVZ
3 F16.h,1X,-&,M/SEC-///)
1 CO,+T i NA
C.,LCJLATIO`. JF ACCELERATIONS xHICH SHOULD BE IMPLEMENTEC INTO THE 0191T
DETERMINATION PR3GRA^1'^IE
Z;0 16 I=1,.V
A1X
	 = (CELX(I) - 49*D7-LDx(I))/64.
AlY	 = (;)ELY(I) - 4.*,ELCY(I))/64.
AlZ
	 = (CELZ(I) - 4.*DcLJZ(I))/64.
AZX
	
= l -JLLX(1) + 8.*DELJX(I))/32.
A2Y	 = (-DELY(1) + 8.*1'ELDY(I)'/32.
A21.
	 = (-JELZ(1) + 8.*01LDZ(I))/32.
TRANSFJ•<f'AT1;,v Ii. TV THE X5TAR, YSTAR, UC H
 SYSTEM
.,DR = ACAN*X(I) + YCAN*Y(I) + ZCAN*Z(1)
AMA3 = ;,;ART (R ( I) **2 - UDR**2 )
UXn = YCAN*Z(I) - ZCAN*Y(l)
JXY = ZCAN*X(I) - XCA%*Z(I)
UXZ = xC A ,%*Y ( I ) - YCAN*)( I )
Elx = lxlI)*JCR - XCAN*k(1)**2)/lA;1A;*RlI
E 1 Y = (Y(I) *UL;R - YCAN*,2(1) **2)/IA;A3*i2lI)1
LIZ = (,: I) *'v DR — ZCAN*R(l)**2)/(AMAG*R(1))
E2x = UXX/A4AG
E2Y = %,XY/AV.Aj
L2Z = LXZ/AXAO
^3x = Xll) /RlI1
E3Y = Y(I)/,3(I)
E3Z = 1(!)/R(I)
xA(191) = AlX*LIX + O,.Y*EIY + AlZ*E1Z
YA(191) = Alx*E2x + A1Y*E2Y + A1Z*E2Z
ZA(19I) = AlX*E3x + A1Y*E3Y + a1Z*E3Z
XA(2,1) = A2X*E1X + A2Y*;1Y + A22*E1Z
YA(29I) = .:2x*E2x + A2Y*E2Y + A2Z*:2Z
ZA(2,I) = AZX*E3X + 42Y*E3Y + A2Z*E3Z
Ii = t*I-1
12*I
XACC ( III = XA, l, I)
XACC(12) = XA(2911
YACC(Il) = YA(191)
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YACC(I2) n YA(2#I)
ZACC(11) = ZA(19I)
ZACC(I2) n ZA(29l)
THALF(Il) = TIME(I)
THALF(12) = TIME(I) + 8./DAY
18 CONT I N%A
NT2 = 2*N
DO 21 1.19NT2
1F(I-EG.I.OR.I-EO.41)KRITE(6,19)
WRITE(6#23)THALF(I)9XACC(I)9YACC(li9ZACC(l)
1F(1.tC-20.OR -1-EO.40.OH -I-EC-54)wRITE(6924)
19 F0RMATl1H19//93X9-DISTJR8ING ACCZLERATIONS IN THE XSTAR9 YSTAR9 -
1 -USP SYSTEM IN KM/SEC**2-//93X9-TIME-915X9-XACC-913X+-YACC-913X9
2 -ZACC-/)
23 F0RMAT(1X9F13.893E17.9`
24 FORMAT(1X9/)
21 CONTINUE
wRITE(692C0u)
2UJ0 F0RMAT(1H192X/)
STOP
END
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SucROUTIiNL VLCTORIIh:LP:40OL ► OMEGA ► pX ► PY ► PZ ► GX.(do ► UZI
THIS 6udRvuTINE CLMPuTE,, THE ComPONENTS CF VECTOR:, P ► G ► AND R.
REAL I,NL69huJL
DATA PI/3.141592654/
RAJ • ld)./P1
INCL n INCL/RAD
NODE n NODF./R,1;,
C;MLGA - OMEaA/RAO
Cl n COS(INCL)
SI = SIN(INrL)
CN s
 COL(nCOE)
SN n SININCOE)
C;i • COS ( C	 ;5A)
SO • SIN(OMEGA)
PX = CN*CO - SN*SO*CI
PY • SN*CG + CN*SC*Ci
PZ ' SO*SI
CX ° -CN*SO - SN*CO*C:
OY = -SN*sO + CN*CO*CI
QZ = CC*SI
RX = SN*5I
RY = -Cf.*SI
RZ - Cl
RETur2N
END
SUBROUTINE ORBIT(BCDY,TIME,MSTART.SMA,ECC,MEAN,PX,PY,PZ,QX,
1	 UY,OZ,X,f,Z,R,T,LONG)
C T H ;S E ,:BROUTINE COMPUTES HELIOCENTRIC EQUATORIAL COORDINATES OF HELIOS
INTEGER BODY
REAL M,MSTART,MEAN,LONG
DATA Tu/5.0/,PI/3.141592654/,CAY/86400./,EPSLN/23.445789/
RAO s 18L./PI
EPSLN : EP^iLN/RAD
ETA = 6(.RT((1..++ECC)/(1.0-ECC))
M = MSTART + (TIME-TO)*DAY*MEAN
E = ANOM(ECC91A)
R = SMA*(1.-ECC*COS(E))
T = 2.*ATAN(ETA*IAN(E/2.))
IF(T.3E.2.*PI)T=T-2.*PI
XORB = R*COS(T)
YORE = R*SIN(T)
T = T*RAD
IF(T.LT.0.)T=T+36••.
X = PX*XOR3 + WX*YCRB
Y = PY*XCRU + ,:Y*YORB
Z = PZ*XORB + WZ*YORE
SE = SIN(EPSLN)
CE = CUS(EPSLN)
C cLLIPTIC LUNGITJ.)E OF HELIOS
CL = X/R
SL = (', *CE + Z*SE)/R
LONG = ATAN2(SL,CL)
LONG = LONG*RAD
IF(LONG.LT.0.)LONG=LGNG+360.
RETjkv,
END
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t1
I '
1	 .
r
r' ^
FJnCTION ANOM(ECC.M)
TH1.^ Fu;%CTION :)JOROuTINL ,OLVES THE KEPLER-S ECUATICN 3y ITERATIONS
REAL `:
DATA EPS/.G00005/
ANOM =
2 ANOM = M. ; ECC•SIN(ANOM)
TLST = AfwM - M - ECC*SIN(ANOM)
1F(AdS(TEST).GT.EP5)GC TO 2
1F(AdS(TEST)•LE.Ep5)RETURN
ENU
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a  ,iPUT
CCC s .521807390542
TSTART = u.0
1, T%P = 864,^v.J
Ax = .96ou1973563E+J3
hLPHA	 9d.j2255
DELTA = -bd.96877
LP ^Lil = 23.44576db9
JMLUA = 257.444y067b4
1i ,4CL = 23.446y691399
wUJc = .v613ou-+058997
rizLkv = 71.b34Cj4i21;,3
TLNCH = -5.
Av = .1495973930E+9
GA = .1327124993908G25.01E+12
AASJ = 356.9
JT = 12b.2152777776
uAY = 664vu.
i', = 3 0
Pi = 3.141592654
TrIETA = 36.
aAT = 1*7.94*12.,1:.,2*14•,15.,7.93*8.99.910.+14•.2*1:.916.,2*7.92*8.,
b*Y.rS*l...r^*11.
r-A = 29.9:^o.,6.,15.,24.,33.,56.,24.,52.,20.955.99.922.,35.936.,6.,17_•,
17.,49.915.,29. 950•,30.,5C.,10.9'.C.95C.99.94C.95C•9C.910.,20.930.9
5J.9v.91^•,2G.
,;EC = 11*u.921.,Z2.,4j.,59.,44.,45.,39.,51.,53..7*0.,13.,10*0•
bcivD
-F1.^	 NI F-
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